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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR 

The end of the year is nigh, an event which seems to accelerate.  Since the Annual General Meeting 
in August, the Management Committee has met formally only once, due to some Members being 
overseas.  However the Committee has been busy informally. 

It was so sad to lose one of our best loved Members, Diane Binstead, in September.  We have 
wished Des and Family our condolences, and we shall miss Di’s friendly presence sorely. 

It is great to welcome new Members:  Heather Patrick, David Seibert, Jacqui Cresswell, Chris and 
Christine Leonard, Rod and Irene Busst, Jeremy and Ruby Sanders, and new Life Members:  Ivan and 
Anne Holm, Annette and Bob Drennan, and David and Ellen Paxton.  We welcome Brian Aitken on to 
the Committee.  Brian is planning to retire to the Island after a long, distinguished career with the 
Papua New Guinea parliament.   

After many years we have moved the historical metal artefacts from under Margaret Walker’s 
house.  We had these evaluated some time ago and the then curator of Redland Museum (Vern 
Gibson) thought the artefacts have some importance.  Displaying them is a little fraught (vandalism, 
public liability, Council permission) but Daveen o’Pray has come up with a brilliant suggestion:  make 
a sculpture of them.  This means that in one place we could have the relics of Island timber-getting, 
horticulture and agriculture, in a robust form and practically immovable, yet re-locatable.  Their 
significance could be spelt out in an attached plaque.  Your comments are welcome.  Assuming they 
are positive, in 2013 we begin the thousand steps of finding a sculptor, publicising the idea for 
comment, getting Council on side and finding funds, selecting a site etc, but the journey should be 
do-able and even enjoyable. 

Noted conservationist John Sinclair spoke at our AGM in August.  He visited with his very likeable 
partner, Tokiko (Su) Dawson, who even helped with the lunch afterwards, which was very well 
catered by the Kiosk.  We had asked John to consider for us the challenge of being an island and a 
suburb.  Obviously John cannot think for us, but in his speech he did suggest we try to define who 
we are as a community, and he illustrated this with examples from around the world.  With the gift 
of his insight, it becomes clear that there are many labels which apply to us:  curlews, Aboriginal 
connections/sacred sites/Bunya Pine trees, Emerald Fringe, dugongs/turtles/stingrays, 
mangroves/bush plants, reptiles/amphibians, Matthew Flinders, Coochie Art Group, and the list goes 
on.  We have begun liaising with other groups to see what can come out of this, eg each group might 
start using appropriate Island logos which can be pooled.  An example of defining Coochiemudlo 
(minimally polluted night skies) is a proposal to honour Ted Jones’ contribution by forming an 
astronomy club in his name, within the Recreation Club.  The SEQ Astronomy Society and the 
Recreation Club have been most supportive. 

As always, Members and others have generously donated items for the collection.  For example, 
Norma Green has found some excellently presented photographs of the 1999 Bicentenary, three 
signed by Professor John Pearn, our Honorary Member.  Bob Last donated some interesting papers 
when he left the Island mid-year for northern NSW.  One of these was prepared by Ted Jones 



concerning the debate over a bridge, and has been digitalised for our collection.  Copy can be 
emailed on request.   

Joan Bland (née Morton) has written her recollections of Coochiemudlo from the mid-1920s to the 
1980s with some 80 photographs.  These have been digitalised and about half the photographs 
embedded in a short book.  We await Joan’s clearance on distributing this.  It is a most interesting 
story. 

The Committee will trial a program of talks by Members on interesting topics in 2013.  For example, 
Keith Stebbins will talk on his visit to Cuba in November 2012, sometime in February.  We are going 
to try having the talks at the residence of the Member giving the talk, with good audio-visuals but in 
an informal setting.   

The Society is in a buoyant financial position ($2,668 less a hefty insurance liability of about $640) 
thanks to the promptness with which Members have paid their dues.  However we shall have to 
raise funds soon, and the celebration of Matthew Flinders’ Birthday (16 March) next year will be a 
good opportunity.  That occurs on a Saturday next year, but we can use the Sunday or Friday evening 
too.  Please let the Committee know if you have any ideas on how the celebration might happen.  
The high insurance charge is because we deemed it prudent last year to include contents and 
burglary insurance now that we have some valuable items in the collection. 

We network as best we can, with other Coochiemudlo groups, and also history, heritage and 
museum groups, as well with as Redland City Council.  Liaison is not only on musty historical matters.  
For example, the Society is auspicing Alex Beresford to conduct a camera-capture survey for SEQ 
Catchments which resulted in the pleasing detection of one or more Swamp Wallabies in the 
Wetland, and more finds may be around the corner.  One of these could even be the Wallum Sedge 
Frog, which is in the process of being confirmed present or not.  One of our Members may 
inadvertently have found a Brown Snake on the Island, so be careful.  Under our Constitution we 
have broad Objects which include natural history, but perhaps in the future we may consider 
changing from “Historical” to “Heritage” Society if Members wish to be more broadly involved 
(comments invited!).  The way I see it, while “history” gives meaning to the present, “heritage” 
connects history with the future and so fits the coontemporary Australian view better.  In fact, in 
November your Society was invited to link up with the Queensland Heritage Council, and we have 
accepted. 

Through our involvement with camera-trapping, we have become a member of SEQ Catchments and 
attended its AGM in November.  This is a large group of some 200 organisations concerned with all 
the river systems in the southeast, so it is a large stage, with access to Federal funds and 
professional management, and important contemporary challenges.  We feel there is a gap in our 
involvement with Aboriginal heritage but SEQ Catchments membership helps us to redress that:  a 
Quandamooka person is also a member and we intend to follow up this link to clarify the Aboriginal 
heritage of the Island. 

On behalf of the Management Committee, best wishes to you all and your families for a safe and 
happy Christmas and productive New Year. 

David Paxton,    President 


